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Purpose: The purpose was to examine specific linkages between early visual-motor integration 28	

skills and executive function, as well as between early object manipulation skills and social 29	

behaviors in the classroom over the preschool year. Method: 92 children between the ages of 3- 30	

5 years old (mean age 4.31 years) were recruited to participate in this study.  Comprehensive 31	

measures of visual motor integration skills, object manipulation skills, executive function and 32	

social behaviors were administered in the fall and spring of the preschool year. Results: Our 33	

findings indicated that children who had better visual-motor integration skills in the fall had 34	

better executive function scores, (B = .47 [.20], p < .05, b = .27) in the spring of the preschool 35	

year after controlling for age, gender, Head-Start status, and site location, but not after 36	

controlling for children’s baseline levels of executive function. In addition, children who 37	

demonstrated better object-manipulation skills in the fall showed significantly stronger social 38	

behavior in their classrooms (as rated by teachers) in the spring, including more self-control, (B -39	

.03 [.00], p < .001, b = .40), more cooperation, (B = .02 [.01], p < .01, b = .28), and less 40	

externalizing/hyperactivity, (B = -.02 [.01], p < .01, b = -.28) after controlling for their social 41	

behavior in the fall and other covariates. Conclusion: Children’s visual motor integration and 42	

object manipulation skills in the fall have modest to moderate relations with executive function 43	

and social behaviors later in the preschool year. These findings have implications for early 44	

learning initiatives and school readiness.  45	
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Relations of Preschoolers’ Visual Motor Integration and Object Manipulation Skills with 48	
Executive Function and Social Behavior 49	

 50	
 Promoting children’s readiness for school is an important societal and governmental 51	

priority as indicated by “Preschool for All” initiatives and Race to the Top: Early Learning 52	

Challenge Grants. Preparation early in children’s schooling is linked to academic success later in 53	

life (M. M. McClelland, Acock, Piccinin, Rhea, & Stallings, 2013). Unfortunately, many 54	

children face difficulty once they enter school. To effectively promote school readiness, it is 55	

important to improve our understanding of how various aspects of school readiness relate to one 56	

another and develop. One area that is underexplored is how specific motor skills are related to 57	

the development of executive function and social behaviors, which are known school readiness 58	

outcomes, during the preschool period.   59	

Aspects of fine motor skills, especially those that require integration of visual and motor 60	

systems, are emerging as an important factor for children’s development of executive function, 61	

self-regulation, and later success in school (Becker, Miao, Duncan, & McClelland, 2014; 62	

Carlson, Rowe, & Curby, 2013). Specific gross motor skills, namely skills common in childhood 63	

play like ball skills, are also linked to children’s social behavior (MacDonald, Lord, & Ulrich, 64	

2013, 2014; Pagani & Messier, 2012). This study sought to identify how visual motor integration 65	

skills and object manipulation skills (ball skills) help to explain young children’s development of 66	

executive function and social behaviors during preschool. We focus on executive function 67	

because it is foundational for children’s development of cognitive and academic skills, and on 68	

social behaviors because managing emotions and behavior in classroom settings is also critical to 69	

success in school. 70	

Neurocognitive Evidence Linking Motor Skills, Executive Function, and Social Behaviors 71	

The development of motor processes are linked to the development of executive function, 72	



	

	

and the regulation of both cognition and emotion, and are present within the first year of life 73	

(Sheese, Rothbart, Posner, White, & Fraundorf, 2008). For children to adapt to motor and 74	

emotional challenges, their movement, emotion, and attention systems must work in unison, and 75	

are regulated through overlapping neural networks that develop simultaneously (Rueda, Posner, 76	

& Rothbart, 2004). The cerebellum is implicated in sensorimotor, cognitive, and emotional 77	

processes to monitor, adjust, and regulate behavior. As such, differences in motor development 78	

are likely reflected in executive functioning and in social behaviors requiring emotion regulation.  79	

Theoretical Framework 80	

Our research questions are rooted in the theoretical framework of learning to learn 81	

(Adolph, 2005).  The idea of learning to learn, suggests that the motor system plays a key role in 82	

early learning, with brain systems involved in posture, gripping, vision and motor control acting 83	

in concert. Within the learning to learn framework, physical development changes balance and 84	

coordination, requiring that the child learn to move in a changing body. Thus, motor skill 85	

flexibility is an early form of learning, and may set the stage for higher level processing, such as 86	

executive function and social behaviors.  Further evidence for a link between aspects of motor 87	

skills, namely visual motor integration skills and object manipulation skills with academic 88	

achievement and social behaviors, is found in work linking visual-spatial working memory to 89	

math and reading (St Clair-Thompson & Gathercole, 2006), and between balls skills (object 90	

manipulation skills) and social behaviors (Pagani & Messier, 2012).    91	

Executive Function 92	

Executive function includes working memory, attentional or cognitive flexibility, and 93	

inhibitory control (Cameron Ponitz, McClelland, Matthews, & Morrison, 2009). Working 94	

memory refers to the maintenance and manipulation of information; attentional or cognitive 95	



	

	

flexibility is the ability to maintain focus and adapt to changing goals or stimuli; and inhibitory 96	

control is the ability to stop a dominant response in favor of a more adaptive one. Academic 97	

outcomes are influenced by each aspect of executive function, and integration of these processes 98	

is important for school readiness (M. M. McClelland & Cameron, 2012). Executive function 99	

predicts academic achievement throughout schooling as well as better life course trajectories 100	

(Cameron Ponitz, et al., 2009; Moffitt et al., 2011). In one study, children with strong executive 101	

function skills at age four had 49% greater odds of finishing college by age 25 (M. M. 102	

McClelland, et al., 2013).  103	

Emerging in early childhood, executive function develops rapidly through the complex 104	

coaction of environmental and developmental processes (Blair & Raver, 2012). Early childhood 105	

is a sensitive period for the development of executive function processes, although it 106	

demonstrates relative plasticity throughout life (Lerner, 2006). Since executive function is an 107	

important component in early and later school success, identifying skills that help children hone 108	

their executive function during preschool is critical.  109	

Visual Motor Integration Skills and Executive Function 110	

Young children spend approximately 27- 66% of the school day in fine motor skill-based 111	

activities like drawing, tracing, stringing beats, cutting, and manipulating small objects (Verdine, 112	

Irwin, Michnick Golinkoff, & Hirsh-Pasek, 2014). Specific fine motor skills requiring visual 113	

motor integration (e.g. copying shapes and/or small block structures) may be particularly 114	

important to early learning and cognition (Carlson, et al., 2013). Although the specific 115	

mechanisms have not yet been identified, is it possible that visual motor activities provide 116	

children with the opportunity to practice key executive function skills that are fundamental to 117	

learning and cognition. Copying a shape or building a small block structure requires children to 118	



	

	

focus their attention (e.g., staying within the lines), hone their working memory (e.g., 119	

remembering what the shape or structure looked like) and use inhibitory control (e.g., avoid the 120	

temptation to get up and play with a friend). Emerging evidence is suggestive of such linkages; 121	

in a recent cross-sectional study significant positive associations among executive function, 122	

visual-motor skills, and early academic outcomes in preschool and kindergarten children were 123	

found (Becker, et al., 2014). In a longitudinal study examining a Swiss sample of preschoolers 124	

(5- 6 years of age at study entry), aspects of fine motor skills predicted academic outcomes later 125	

in the children’s schooling (as assessed through the a manual dexterity scale from the Movement 126	

Assessment Battery for Children 2), however when executive function was included in the model 127	

fine motor skills were no longer predictive of later academic success (Roebers et al., 2014). This 128	

suggests that executive function may be an important link between early fine motor (e.g., visual 129	

motor) skills and children’s academic outcomes. However, the specific role of visual-motor 130	

integration skills within executive function development requires further investigation.  131	

The current study contributes to this important line of research by focusing on the links 132	

between visual motor integration skills and executive function during the preschool year, 133	

controlling for other motor skills (e.g., object manipulation). This approach allows us to hone in 134	

on specific, rather than general, linkages between motor skills and executive function. Although 135	

we recognize that visual-motor integration skills and executive function may develop 136	

reciprocally, this study focuses on the associations between early developing visual motor-137	

integration skills and more advanced executive function during the preschool year, consistent 138	

with our theoretical framework of learning to learn. We utilize a measure designed to capture 139	

multiple and more complex visual motor integration skills as they begin to emerge (Peabody 140	

Developmental Motor Scales-2nd edition; PDMS-2). We expect that the visual-motor integration 141	



	

	

skills children exhibit on the PDMS-2 will be linked with their development of executive 142	

function skills that emerge later in the preschool period, assessed with the Head-Toes-Knees-143	

Shoulders task (Cameron et al., 2012).  144	

Relationship between Object Manipulation Skills and Social Behavior 145	

Social behaviors, such as controlling emotions in the classroom and cooperating with 146	

peers and teachers, are related to children’s success in school (Denham & Brown, 2010). Better 147	

social behaviors are positively associated with classroom functioning, school adjustment, 148	

motivation, and involvement in learning (Denham & Brown, 2010). Cooperation and emotional 149	

control are important for transitioning from preschool to school, and for early school 150	

performance (M. M. McClelland & Morrison, 2003).  151	

In contrast, externalizing behaviors, including hyperactivity, inattention, aggression, and 152	

oppositional behaviors, are associated with difficulties in both academic and social domains 153	

(McWayne & Cheung, 2009). Children who exhibit more externalizing behaviors in preschool or 154	

elementary school often face challenges establishing positive relationships with peers, teachers 155	

(Bulotsky-Shearer, Dominguez, Bell, Rouse, & Fantuzzo, 2010; Whittaker & Harden, 2010), and 156	

family members (Larsson, Viding, Rijsdijk, & Plomin, 2008). Young children with externalizing 157	

behaviors also show less motivation to learn and fewer positive attitudes about learning in 158	

preschool, which is connected to lower achievement in elementary school (McWayne & Cheung, 159	

2009).  160	

Prior research on the development of social behavior has focused on identifying features 161	

of children’s environments such as interactions with family members and preschool teachers. Yet 162	

emerging research indicates that young children’s early gross motor skills may also play a role in 163	

social behaviors (MacDonald, et al., 2013, 2014; Pagani & Messier, 2012). Gross motor skills 164	



	

	

(especially object manipulation skills) provide the foundation for active play and for schoolyard 165	

activities that children use to socialize and interact with their peers.  Object manipulation skills 166	

are used in games and activities that require reciprocal play, like playing catch or soccer, and 167	

passing and catching skills common in games like four square.  Social behaviors such as self-168	

control, cooperation, and avoiding externalizing or hyperactivity require regulation of emotion 169	

which has some commonality and overlapping neural pathways with executive function (Lewis 170	

& Todd, 2007). Yet decades of research highlight important differences between executive 171	

function and social behaviors, which suggest different pathways and precursors to development 172	

in each area. For example, executive function tends to predict cognitive and academic aspects of 173	

school success (e.g., McClelland & Cameron, 2012), whereas emotion regulation typically 174	

predicts more social outcomes (e.g., Denham & Brown, 2010). In one study, executive function 175	

predicted gains in academic achievement at the end of school, but not gains in social skills 176	

(Cameron Ponitz, et al., 2009).   177	

Most empirical research examining the link between object manipulation skills and social 178	

behaviors has focused on clinical samples (MacDonald, et al., 2013, 2014). For example, a study 179	

of school-aged children with autism spectrum disorder found that better object-manipulation 180	

skills, were related to better social skills controlling for other important variables such as IQ, 181	

ethnicity and gender (MacDonald, et al., 2013).  In typically developing children, there is 182	

evidence to suggest that stronger gross motor skills, such as object manipulation skills, may 183	

support children’s ability to navigate complex classroom environments with appropriate social 184	

behaviors (Pagani & Messier, 2012). In addition, when an intervention, focused on ball skills 185	

was implemented, children who improved object manipulation skills showed simultaneous 186	

improvements in aspects of social behaviors, yet the control group did not show the same 187	



	

	

improvements (Westendorp et al., 2014).  Subsequently, the current study focuses on relations of 188	

object-manipulation skills to social behaviors in a typically developing sample of preschool-aged 189	

children. Object manipulation skills (e.g., throwing a ball with friends) should provide children 190	

with more opportunities to practice social skills (e.g. reciprocity, following rules, social problem 191	

solving), and refine the ability to control their bodies in socially acceptable ways, which taps into 192	

aspects of emotional regulation required for avoiding social behavior problems (e.g., aggression 193	

and hyperactivity).  194	

Hypotheses 195	

This study examined relations among visual-motor integration skills and object 196	

manipulation skills, and children’s development of executive function and social behavior, 197	

during the preschool year. Based on theory and emerging evidence for specific relations between 198	

visual motor integration and executive function, and between object manipulation skills and 199	

social behavior, we posed two research questions:  200	

Research question 1. Do children’s visual-motor integration skills in the fall of preschool 201	

significantly relate to their executive function in the spring, and to residual change in executive 202	

function over the preschool year? Executive function is defined as attentional flexibility, working 203	

memory, and inhibitory control.  204	

Research question 2. Do children’s object manipulation skills in the fall of preschool 205	

significantly relate to their social behavior in the spring, and to residual change in social behavior 206	

over the preschool year? We defined social behavior as including cooperation, emotional 207	

components of self-control, and externalizing/hyperactive behaviors.  208	

 By including both visual-motor integration and object manipulation skills in the same 209	

study we are able to control for object manipulation skills when estimating the relationship 210	



	

	

between visual-motor integration and executive function. This also allowed us to account for 211	

visual-motor integration when estimating the link between object manipulation skills and social 212	

behaviors, thereby increasing the specificity of our findings. 213	

Methods 214	

Participants 215	

Ninety-two preschool children between the ages of 3-5 years old (mean age= 4.31 years 216	

in the fall of preschool) were recruited from 28 preschool classrooms in two areas of Oregon 217	

(30% from site 1 and 70% from site 2). Twenty-one percent of participants attended Head Start 218	

programs, a federal program in the U.S. that promotes school readiness for children 3-5 years of 219	

age from families living in poverty, and 79% attended community-based preschools. The sample 220	

was comprised of 79.3% Caucasian, 17.3% non-white (5.4% African American, 7.6% Hispanic/ 221	

Latino, 2.2% Asian, 1.1% Middle Eastern and 1.1% Native American), and 4.3% unknown. 222	

Maternal education consisted of: 34.8% High school/GED, 3.3% Associate’s, 22.8% 223	

Baccalaureate, 1.1% Master, 30.4% Doctorate (PhD, MD, JD), 7.6% Missing. Written informed 224	

consent was obtained from the parent and/or legal guardian for all participants and from all 225	

preschool teachers. Child assent was indicated by their engagement with the materials and/or 226	

project staff. The Institutional Review Board approved all study protocols. 227	

Measures 228	

Motor skill assessment. Subscales from the Peabody Developmental Motor Scales 2nd 229	

Ed (PDMS-2) were used to assess object-manipulation and visual motor-integration skills (Folio 230	

& Fewell, 2000). The PDMS-2 is a standardized assessment of motor skills in young children 231	

age birth to 5 years and takes approximately 30 minutes to administer the full version of the 232	

assessment. Each item on the PDMS-2 is scored 0 (skill is not emerging), 1 (skill resemblance 233	



	

	

but not mastery) or 2 (skill mastery based on criteria).  A basal level is established when a child 234	

receives a score of 2 on three items in a row.  A ceiling level is established when a child scores 235	

three 0’s in a row. The subscales of the PDMS-2 included in this study were: object manipulation 236	

(Cronbach’s alpha = .95), which measure the child’s ability to throw, catch, kick, bounce and hit 237	

targets with balls (e.g. the child catches a ball with his/her arms bent and using only his/her 238	

hands).  The scores for the object manipulation scale can range from 0-48.  The second scale was 239	

the visual-motor integration scale, which measures the child’s ability to perform visual 240	

perceptual and eye-hand coordination skills (Cronbach alpha = .95), such as tracing, copying, 241	

building with blocks, folding paper given specific instructions, and manipulating pellets into 242	

small containers (e.g., the child draws intersected lines and copies an existing shape). The scores 243	

for the visual motor integration subscale range from 0-142.  Although the entire PDMS-2 was 244	

administered, only the visual motor integration and object-manipulation subscales were used in 245	

the analysis.  This decision was based on prior research and a focus on identifying specific 246	

aspects motor skills linked with executive function and social behavior.   247	

Executive Function. The Head-Toes-Knees-Shoulders Task (HTKS) was administered 248	

to all children in the fall and spring to assess children’s attentional flexibility, working memory, 249	

and inhibitory control, commonly referred to as executive function (M. McClelland et al., 2014). 250	

The HTKS requires children to pay attention, remember instructions, and do the opposite in 251	

response to the assessor’s command (e.g., the child must touch his/her head when the assessor 252	

says to touch his/her toes). It takes 5–7 minutes to administer. There are a total of 30 test items, 253	

each scored 0 (incorrect), 1 (self-correct), or 2 (correct). A self-correct is defined as any motion 254	

toward the incorrect response, but which the child corrects without prompting (e.g., a child starts 255	

reaching for their toes and self-corrects to touch their head). Scores range from 0 to 60 where 256	



	

	

higher scores indicate higher levels of executive function. The HTKS has been found to be 257	

reliable and predictive of academic outcomes in diverse samples (M. McClelland, et al., 2014; 258	

M. M. McClelland & Cameron, 2012; Wanless et al., 2013). In this study, the Cronbach’s alphas 259	

for the HTKS were .97 in the fall and spring.  260	

Social behavior. The teacher form of the Social Skills Improvement System Rating Scale 261	

(SSIS-RS) was used to measure children’s social behavior in classroom settings in the fall and 262	

spring. The SSIS-RS is a standardized assessment of social skills and problem behaviors for 263	

children ages 3-18 years and has strong psychometric properties (Gresham & Elliott, 2008). Each 264	

item asks teachers to indicate the frequency of children’s behaviors from 0 (never) to 2 (always). 265	

This study used two subscales of social skills (self-control and cooperation) that have been 266	

shown to be important for children’s school readiness (Sektnan, McClelland, Acock, & 267	

Morrison, 2010). The self-control subscale included 6 items, thus scores range from 0-12, 268	

specifically focused on the emotional aspects of self-control, with an internal consistency of .93 269	

on both the fall and the spring assessments. Sample items include, “stays calm when disagreeing 270	

with others” and “makes a compromise during a conflict.”  The cooperation subscale included 7 271	

items, thus scores range from 0-14, with an internal consistency of .90 in both the fall and the 272	

spring. Sample items include, “follows classroom rules” and “completes tasks without bothering 273	

others.” In addition, the current study includes a 15 item subscale, thus scores range from 0 – 274	

30), representing negative social behaviors, labeled, “externalizing/hyperactivity”, which was 275	

comprised of the externalizing and hyperactivity/inattention subscales (Cronbach’s alpha = .93).  276	

Sample items include, “acts without thinking”, “gets distracted easily”, “disobeys rules or 277	

requests”, and “has difficulty waiting for turn”. 278	

Covariates. Due to a relatively small sample size, covariates were limited to child age at 279	



	

	

the time the outcomes were assessed (spring), gender, Head-Start status, and site location (based 280	

on geographic location where site 1 was coded as “0” and site two was coded as “1”). Head Start 281	

status was selected because it represents family adversity (high correlations with both parent 282	

education and family income) and did not have any missing data.  283	

Procedures 284	

Data were collected over the course of one preschool year during the fall (beginning in 285	

September) and spring (beginning in April). The average time between fall and spring 286	

assessments for each participant was approximately 5 months. Fall data collection took place in 287	

the child’s home (approximately 1 hour in length) and preschool (approximately 30 minutes in 288	

length). Home data collection consisted of direct measures of motor skills and a survey of 289	

demographic information from the child’s parent/ legal guardian. Preschool data collection 290	

consisted of a direct assessment of executive function, and teacher ratings of the child’s social 291	

behavior. Spring data collection took place in the child’s preschool (approximately 30 minutes in 292	

length). This follow up data collection consisted of a direct assessment of executive function, and 293	

teacher-rated social behaviors. Data were collected by trained assessors, with experience 294	

working with 3-5 year old children.  295	

Missing data. There were relatively few missing data in the fall; 4.35% missing for the 296	

visual-motor integration and object manipulation, due to children declining to complete the 297	

assessment. Three children (3.26%) dropped out of the study between the fall and spring 298	

assessment. However, fewer teachers returned the SSIS-RS forms in the spring. The most 299	

missing data occurred for the externalizing/hyperactivity subscale of the SSIS-RS (8.99% 300	

missing). To account for missing data, all models were estimated using full imputation maximum 301	

likelihood (FIML) under the missing-at-random (MAR) assumption. This approach provides less 302	



	

	

biased estimates (Acock, 2012). Given that the missing-data patterns are not related to the 303	

dependent variable, other variables included in the model can help explain the missingness 304	

(Schafer & Graham, 2002). No covariates were significantly related to missingness on the 305	

dependent variable, satisfying the assumption that missing-data patterns were not related to the 306	

outcomes of focus. 307	

Data Analysis 308	

 Data were analyzed using Stata 13.1 (Stata Corp., 2013). All models were estimated 309	

using the structural equation modeling (sem) command with full information maximum 310	

likelihood estimation (FIML). Furthermore, all models estimated the outcomes simultaneously 311	

and standard errors were adjusted for clustering (children nested within classroom).  The 312	

intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) for the outcome variables were: HTKS (ICC = .19), 313	

SSIS-cooperation (ICC = .00), SSIS-self-control (ICC = .11), and SSIS-314	

externalizing/hyperactivity (ICC = .12). Due to the small sample size (92 children nested in 28 315	

preschools) multilevel models were not reasonable . Therefore, standard errors were adjusted 316	

using the generalized Huber/White/Sandwich estimator for clustering data (children nested 317	

within classroom). A priori alpha was established at p < 0.05.  318	

We examined two models for each outcome (executive function and social behaviors). 319	

The first model measured the association between fall assessments of visual-motor integration 320	

and object manipulation and spring assessments of the outcomes while controlling for covariates.  321	

Model 1: 322	
 323	
Outcome() = +, + +.gender3 + +(age(3 + +5site3 + +8HeadStartstatus3 + +;ObjectManipulation.3324	

+ +AVisualMotorIntegration.3 + e 325	
 326	



	

	

This equation represents the model for the outcome (e.g. executive function, social 327	

behavior) at time 2 (spring) for the “i”th child, predicted by the intercept (+,), the estimated 328	

effects of the independent variables (+1 − 	+6), and error. 329	

The second model was identical to the first model, except that executive function and 330	

social behaviors assessed in the fall were included as additional covariates. Thus, the first model 331	

measured the association between fall visual-motor integration and object manipulation with 332	

spring levels of executive function and social behaviors, whereas the second model measured the 333	

association between fall visual-motor integration and object manipulation with residual change 334	

in levels of executive function and social behaviors during the preschool year.  335	

Model 2:  336	

Outcome() = +, + +.gender3 + +(age(3 + +5site3 + +8HeadStartstatus3 + +;Outcome.3337	
+ +AObjectManipulation.3 + +IVisualMotorIntegration.3 338	

 339	
All models were estimated using sem, and, following best practice allowed for the error 340	

variances of the outcome variables (i.e., executive function and social behaviors) to correlate.  341	

This allowed us to account for possible additional associations between children’s executive 342	

function and social behaviors that are not explained by the model.  For each model, we report the 343	

explained variance in the outcome (1- the unexplained variance); however, given that specific 344	

parameter estimates are based off of FIML estimators, we do not report the explained variance 345	

for each parameter.  Given that p-values are potentially biased by sample size (Zhu, 2012), we 346	

focus our substantive interpretations on the standardized effect sizes of parameters. 347	

Results 348	

 Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1. Overall, children scored in the typical 349	

range for visual-motor integration and object manipulation skills for their age. Executive 350	

function scores are also similar to those observed in prior research with this age group. Although 351	



	

	

scores showed some nonnormality, they did not meet extreme skewness and kurtosis values 352	

(Kline, 2005). Average scores for teacher-rated social behavior show that children “often” 353	

exhibited self-control and cooperation, and “seldom” exhibit externalizing/ hyperactivity 354	

although substantial variability was observed in all social behavior outcomes. Bivariate analysis 355	

revealed statistically significant correlations among motor skills, executive function, and social 356	

behavior that ranged in size from low (e.g., between fall object manipulation and spring 357	

externalizing/hyperactivity) to moderate (e.g., between fall visual-motor integration and spring 358	

executive function), according to Zhu (2012), see Table 2.  359	

Effect of visual-motor integration skills on executive function 360	

Along with demographic controls, children’s fall visual motor integration and object 361	

manipulation skills explained 45.56% of the variance in children’s spring executive function. 362	

Children’s visual motor integration skills assessed in fall had a statistically significant modest 363	

association, (B = .47 [.20], p < .05, b = .27) with their executive function scores assessed in the 364	

spring after controlling for covariates (Model 1, Table 3). One standard deviation from the mean 365	

in visual-motor integration skills was associated with approximately ¼ of a standard deviation in 366	

executive function. This effect size was similar to the size of the effect of Head Start status (a 367	

marker for family income and education). The unstandardized effect shows that a one-unit 368	

increase in visual-motor integration (which had a mean of 131 and a range from 96-144) was 369	

associated with nearly a half-unit increase in executive function (which had a mean of 25 and a 370	

range from 0-59). Once we included children’s levels of executive function in the fall, which had 371	

a strong effect, (B = .59 [.09], p < .01, b = .60), the total explained variance in spring executive 372	

function increased to 65.57% (roughly 20% more variance explained than without fall executive 373	

function). However, visual-motor integration skills no longer had a statistically significant 374	



	

	

relation with executive function and the effect size dropped to b = .10 (Model 2, Table 3). In 375	

other words, visual-motor integration skills in the fall of preschool had a statistically significant 376	

relation with children’s executive function level in the spring, but did not have a statistically 377	

significant relation with change in executive function during the preschool year.  378	

Effect of object manipulation on social behavior 379	

 Along with demographic controls, children’s fall visual motor integration and object 380	

manipulation skills explained 23.95% of the variance in children’s spring self-control, 37.10% of 381	

the variance in children’s spring cooperation, and 25.34% of the variance in children’s spring 382	

externalizing/hyperactivity. Children who demonstrated better object-manipulation skills in the 383	

fall had statistically significant better social behavior in their preschool classrooms in the spring 384	

including more self-control (B = .03 [.01], p < .001, b = .44), more cooperation (B = .02 [.01], p 385	

< .01, b = .33), and less externalizing/hyperactivity (B = -.02 [.01], p < .01, b = -.31; Model 1, 386	

Table 4). One standard deviation from the mean in object manipulation skills was associated 387	

with approximately one-third of a standard deviation in each of the social behaviors. The 388	

unstandardized effects are quite small because a one-unit increase in object manipulation (which 389	

has a mean of 38, range from 12-48) represents very little change, in comparison to a one unit 390	

change in social behavior, which have means of 1-2 (ranges from 0-3).  391	

The explained variance increased in each model once controlling for children’s fall social 392	

behavior (i.e., 42.89% of the variance explained for self-control, 54.32% of the variance 393	

explained for cooperation, and 33.07% of the variance explained for externalizing/hyperactivity). 394	

Notably though, the effects for object manipulation remained similar in magnitude and statistical 395	

significance (Model 2, Table 4).  Furthermore, they were similar in size to the effects of the fall 396	

measurement of social behaviors on the outcomes, and thus illustrate their meaning in 397	



	

	

understanding children’s social behaviors. In other words, children’s object-manipulation skills 398	

had statistically significant relations with change in teacher-rated social behaviors over the 399	

preschool year. Social behaviors were relatively stable between fall and spring (b ranging from 400	

.25 for externalizing/ hyperactivity to .49 for emotional aspects of self-control). Object 401	

manipulation skills assessed in fall had modest effects on change in social behavior over the 402	

preschool year (b ranged from -.28 for externalizing/hyperactivity to .40 for self-control) after 403	

controlling for all covariates (Model 2, Table 4).  404	

Post-hoc analysis 405	

 In addition to our primary analysis, we conducted a post-hoc analysis to test whether our 406	

findings held when also controlling for children’s fall executive function in the models 407	

predicting social behavior outcomes, and controlling for children’s fall social behaviors in the 408	

models predicting executive function.  All variables included in the models presented in Tables 3 409	

and 4 were also included in these post-hoc analyses.  All previously reported significant findings 410	

from our original analyses (Tables 3 and 4) remained significant with the new paths included.  411	

The only statistically significant new effect identified in the post-hoc analyses was that children 412	

with better executive function skills in the fall of preschool had fewer externalizing/hyperactivity 413	

behaviors in the spring of preschool holding all other variables constant (B = -.01 [.00], p < .05, 414	

b = -.20).  Moreover, fall executive function was associated with a 3.52% increase in explained 415	

variance for externalizing/hyperactivity (i.e., explained variance in model with executive 416	

function – explained variance in model without executive function). 417	

Discussion 418	

This study found that preschool children’s visual motor integration skills are associated 419	

with their executive function, and that their object manipulation skills are linked with social 420	



	

	

behaviors. This would support the concept that these specific motor skills play a role in school 421	

readiness competencies. These results partially support our first hypothesis, namely that 422	

children’s visual motor integration skills, and not object manipulation, assessed upon entering 423	

preschool had significant relations with children’s executive function at the end of their first 424	

academic year, but not with change in executive function over the year. Our second hypothesis 425	

was fully supported, showing that children’s object manipulation skills, and not visual motor 426	

integration skills, assessed upon entering preschool had significant relations with children’s 427	

social behaviors near the end of their first academic year, as well as with change in social 428	

behavior during the preschool year. These findings add to a growing body of evidence linking 429	

aspects of children’s motor skills with executive function and social behaviors (Becker, et al., 430	

2014; Carlson, et al., 2013; Pagani & Messier, 2012).  431	

Visual-motor integration skills and executive function 432	

Our study examined the relationship between visual motor integration skills and 433	

executive function over the course of one preschool year. Although we recognize that visual-434	

motor integration skills and executive function likely develop reciprocally, the current study 435	

focused on one aspect of this reciprocal relationship: the contributions of early developing visual 436	

motor-integration skills to more complex executive function later during the preschool year.  437	

This focus was based on the theoretical framework of learning to learn, which postulates that 438	

motor skills form the foundation for early learning (Adolph, 2005). Subsequently, we utilized a 439	

measure of visual-motor integration skills designed to include early developing skills and a 440	

measure of executive function (HTKS) requiring more advanced integration of attention, 441	

working memory, and inhibition. Although visual motor integration skills did not have strong 442	

relations to change in executive function over the preschool year, individual differences in visual 443	



	

	

motor integration skills early during the preschool year (average age 4.3 years) had significant 444	

relations to executive function approximately 5 months later. Combined with recent evidence of 445	

a concurrent effect of executive function on visual-motor skills at age 5.7 years (Becker, et al., 446	

2014), this suggests that visual motor skills lay the foundation for the development of executive 447	

function skills.  448	

However, it is important to note that research has not generally shown a direct 449	

contribution of visual-motor integration to developmental changes in executive function over 450	

time, or vice versa. Neither Becker and colleagues’ cross sectional study (2014) nor our analysis 451	

detected an effect of visual-motor integration skills on executive function when controlling for 452	

baseline levels of executive function. This lack of an association between visual-motor 453	

integration skills on change in children’s executive function over the preschool year could be 454	

attributable to the stability in the executive function scores from fall to spring where a very 455	

moderately high correlation was observed (.77), and possibly due to the short time frame 456	

between assessments (approximately 5 months). In addition, it is possible that aspects of the 457	

processes involved in visual motor integration skills and aspects of the processes involved in 458	

executive function overlap.  For example, aspects of the HTKS task may tap into visual motor 459	

skills like coordinating movements to touch the toes.  Although the HTKS is capable of 460	

measuring change over the preschool period, 37% and 15% of children had scores of zero on this 461	

measure in the fall and spring, respectively. Future studies that seek to understand the 462	

contribution of visual-motor integration skills to changes in children’s executive functioning 463	

should use longer spans of time between repeated assessment periods. 464	

Object-manipulation skills and social behaviors  465	



	

	

Social behaviors, including cooperation, emotional aspects of self-control and avoidance 466	

of externalizing behaviors are important to a healthy transition into school, as well as to 467	

motivation, involvement in learning, and relationships with peers and teachers (Bulotsky-468	

Shearer, et al., 2010; Whittaker & Harden, 2010). This study observed that children’s object-469	

manipulation skills have strong relations with development of positive social skills (cooperation, 470	

emotional aspects of self-control) and avoidance of negative behaviors 471	

(externalizing/hyperactivity) in preschool classrooms. These findings have implications for 472	

school readiness initiatives. The relations of object manipulation skills to decreasing 473	

externalizing behavior helps explain possible mechanisms in the development of social behaviors 474	

and offers a novel perspective for potential interventions. Most efforts to promote positive, or 475	

decrease negative, social behaviors have directly targeted children’s interactions with parents, 476	

teachers, and peers. The findings from this study and other researchers suggest that the gross 477	

motor skills that young children used in active play are also important to their social behaviors in 478	

the classroom. Future research could investigate whether adding an object manipulations 479	

component (e.g., kickball, playing catch) to existing social skills interventions in preschools 480	

could augment intervention effects. The current study was not able to examine reciprocal 481	

associations among object manipulation skills and social behaviors due to limitations in 482	

measurement, but did find an effect of object manipulation on social behaviors even after 483	

controlling for earlier social behaviors, and for executive function. Subsequently, future research 484	

should examine reciprocal associations between object manipulation skills and social behavior 485	

since children who have positive strong social behaviors may be included by peers in more gross 486	

motor games and activities, which could in turn contribute to refinement of motor skills.  487	



	

	

Additionally, future research should further investigate the potential contributions of 488	

executive function to specific social behaviors, such as the link with externalizing/hyperactivity 489	

identified in our post hoc analysis. It would be important to know if children’s object 490	

manipulation skills and executive function might combine to jointly explain even more variance 491	

in their social behaviors. For example, it could be that a solid grasp of object manipulation skills 492	

are particularly helpful in the development of social behaviors for children who struggle with 493	

executive function. 494	

Limitations  495	

There are several limitations worth noting. The sample was relatively small (n= 92), 496	

which limits statistical power and there was limited ethnic diversity (80% white), which 497	

decreases the generalizability of findings. Despite data collection in the fall and spring of the 498	

preschool year, there was an average of only 5 months between assessment periods, and there 499	

was no longer-term follow-up in this study (i.e., assessment beyond the preschool year). In 500	

addition analyses and study design did not allow for reciprocal development to be tested.  Future 501	

research with longer periods of time between assessments, reciprocal analyses (e.g., executive 502	

function predicting visual motor integration skills and vice versa) and with follow-up during the 503	

transition into kindergarten will be important for refining our understanding of associations 504	

among specific motor skills and children’s development of executive function and social 505	

behavior. Future research should also utilize multiple measures of executive function and motor 506	

skills to better assess these skills in young children.  507	

Implications and Conclusions  508	

Overall, the present study advances our understanding of relations among visual motor 509	

integration skills and object manipulations skills and aspects of children’s school readiness 510	



	

	

executive function and social behaviors. Our results suggest that visual motor integration skills 511	

help to explain individual differences in children’s executive function, and that object-512	

manipulation skills have meaningful relations with changes in social behavior during the 513	

preschool year. This level of specificity is important to advancing our understanding of 514	

children’s development and lays a critical foundation for future examination of strategies to 515	

promote school readiness. Although more research is needed, this study suggests that visual 516	

motor integration and object manipulation skills play a role in children’s school success and 517	

school readiness efforts (i.e. Preschool for All initiatives, Race to the Top: Early Learning 518	

Challenge, etc.). 519	

What does this article add?  520	

 Emerging evidence indicates that motor skills are important to children’s development of 521	

self-regulation, social behaviors and ultimately school-readiness; however specific aspects of 522	

motor skills and the mechanisms most salient in these relationships are relatively unknown. The 523	

findings of this study indicate that early visual motor integration skills are linked to later 524	

executive function skills of preschool aged children although visual motor integration skills were 525	

not related to change in executive function over the preschool year.  Our findings also indicated 526	

that object manipulations skills, are important in change in social behaviors over the course of a 527	

preschool year.  Although more work is needed to further investigate these relationships, the 528	

findings of this study provide initial insight into the potential role of these skills in school 529	

readiness initiatives. 530	
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Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics  

Variables N %Male %Female   

Child gender 92 64 36   

  %Yes %No   

Head Start Status 91 21 79   

 N M SD Min Max 

Child age in years (fall) 88 4.31 0.68 3.12 5.75 

Child age in years (spring) 83 4.73 0.69 3.41 6.21 

Motor skills (fall)      

Visual-motor  87 130.92 11.04 96 144 

Object manipulation 87 37.55 7.82 12 48 

Self-regulation (fall) 89 19.20 20.10 0 60 

Self-regulation (spring) 86 25.19 19.51 0 59 

Teacher-rated social behavior      

Self-control (fall) 88 1.71 0.60 0.14 3 

Self-control (spring) 81 1.94 0.56 0.29 3 

Cooperation (fall) 89 1.94 0.60 0.67 3 

Cooperation (spring) 81 1.97 0.57 0.83 3 

Externalizing/ hyperactivity (fall) 89 0.81 0.50 0 2.07 

 



	

	

Table 2 
 
Bivariate Correlations for all Predictors, Outcomes, and Covariates 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

1. Gender a ¾              

2. Age (spring) -.07 ¾             

3. Head Start statusb .02 .07 ¾            

4. Site -.02 -.25† -.34† ¾           

5. Visual-motor (fall) -.14 .73** -.15 -.01 ¾          

6. Object manipulati 
on (fall) 

-.02 .53* -.04 -.12 .64** ¾         

7. Executive function  
    (fall) 
 

-.11 .61** -.07 -.17 .57* .46* ¾        

8. Externalizing/hyperactivity   
    (fall) 
 

.21† -.10 .12 -.08 -.22† -.25† -.36† ¾       

9. Cooperation (fall) -.26† .31† -.06 .11 .38† .32† .38† -.79** ¾      

10. Self-control (fall) -.16 .40* -.29† -.14 .43* .33† .50* -.54* .61** ¾     

11. Executive function  
      (spring) 
 

-.13 .56* -.20† -.21† .56* .42* .77** -.26† .31† .44* ¾    

12. Externalizing/    
      hyperactivity (spring) 
 

.39† -.05 .14 .03 -.15 -.23† -.23† .55* -.53* -.40* -.31† ¾   

13. Cooperation (spring) -.49* .22† -.01 -.04 .34† .37† .31† -.62** .69** .45* .30† -.78** ¾  

14. Self-control (spring) -.19 .15 -.12 .14 .27† .37† .27† -.55* .59* .54* .34† -.72** .71** ¾ 

a0 = male,1 = female; b0 = no, 1 = yes 
†Low correlation, *Moderate correlation, **Moderately high correlation (based on Zhu, 2012) 



	

	

Table 3 

Effect of visual-motor (fine motor) skills on executive function in the spring of the preschool year.  

(N = 92)  

 Model 1 Model 2 

 B (SE) b B (SE) b 

Covariates   

      Gender a  -2.61 (3.77) -.06 -2.57 (2.69)  -.06  

      Age (spring) 8.09 (4.41) .29† 2.18 (3.96) .08 

      Sitec -9.11 (4.00) -.21* -5.05 (3.78) -.12 

       Head Start status b -13.44 (4.39) -.28** -10.81 (3.78) -.23* 

Children’s scores in the fall   

     Executive function  0.59 (0.09) .60** 

     Object manipulation 0.14 (0.22) .06 0.07 (0.20) .03 

     Visual-motor integration  0.47 (0.20)  .27* 0.18 (.26) .10 

a 0 = female, 1=male; b0 = not Head Start, 1 = Head Start; c0 = site 1, 1= site 2  
Note. B = Unstandardized Estimate. SE = Standard Error. b = Standardized Estimate. 
†p < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01.  



	

	

Table 4  

Effects of object manipulation (gross motor) skills on social behavior outcomes in the spring of the preschool year (N = 92)   

 Social Behavior Outcomes 
 Model 1 Model 2 

 
 Self-control Cooperation Externalizing/ 

Hyperactivity 
Self-control Cooperation Externalizing/ 

Hyperactivity 
 B (SE) b B (SE) b B (SE) b B (SE) b B (SE) b B (SE) b 
Covariates       

      Gender a  -0.22 (0.12) -

.19† 

-0.56 (0.11) -

.47** 

0.43 (0.09)  

.40** 

-0.16 (0.10) -.14 -0.47 (0.09) -

.42** 

0.39 (0.10)  

.38** 

      Age (Spring) -0.02 (0.12) -.03 -0.03 (0.10) -

.04 

0.09 (0.12) .13 -0.07 (0.10) -.09 -0.03 (0.09) -

.04 

0.05 (0.11) .08 

      Sitec 0.25 (0.18) .21 -0.01 (0.09) .01 0.05 (0.15) .05 0.43 (0.18) .37* -0.03 (0.08) -

.03 

0.04 (0.14) .03 

       Head Start status b -0.09 (0.18) -.06 -0.04 (0.15) -

.03 

0.22 (0.14) .17 0.14 (0.14) .11 -0.02 (0.11) -

.01 

0.18 (0.13) .15 

Children’s scores in the fall       



	

	

      Baseline of outcome      0.45 (0.09) .49** 0.37 

(0.07).41** 

0.25 (0.11) .25* 

      Object manipulation 0.03 (0.01) .44** 0.02 (.01) .33** -0.02 (.01) -

.31** 

0.03 (0.00) .40** 0.02 (.01) .28** -0.02 (.01) -

.28** 

     Visual-motor integration -0.00 (0.01) -.03 0.00 (.01) .07 0.00 (.01) .04 -0.01 (0.01) -.15 -0.00 (.01) -.03 0.00 (.01) .10 

a 0 = female, 1=male; b0 = not Head Start, 1 = Head Start; c0 = site 1, 1= site 2 
Note. B = Unstandardized Estimate. SE = Standard Error. b = Standardized Estimate. 
†p < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01. 
	
	

 


